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Schedulability Criterion and Performance Analysis
of Coordinated Schedulers

Chengzhi Li and Edward W. Knightly

Abstract—Inter-server coordinated scheduling is a mechanism for down-
stream nodes to increase or decrease a packet’s priority according to the
congestion incurred at upstream nodes. In this paper, we derive an end-
to-end schedulability condition for a broad class of coordinated schedulers
that includes CJVC and CEDF. In contrast to previous approaches, our
technique purposely allows flows to violate their local priority indexes while
still providing an end-to-end delay bound. We show that under a simple
priority assignment scheme, coordinated schedulers can outperform WFQ
schedulers, while replacing per-flow scheduling operations with a simple
coordination rule. Finally, we illustrate the performance advantages of co-
ordination through numerical examples and simulation experiments.

I. I NTRODUCTION

In the past decade, there has been significant progress in the
design of packet scheduling algorithms, including servicedis-
ciplines which achieve performance isolation [20], [26], qual-
ity of service differentiation [10], [13], [19], and scalable core-
stateless implementation [4], [23], [28].

Simultaneously, new theoretical tools have been devised to
analyze the performance properties of such multi-class sched-
ulers. For example, exact delay bounds for Earliest Deadline
First (EDF) and Strict Priority (SP) schedulers are derivedin
[18]. Moreover, multi-node delay bounds have been developed
for networks of elements characterized by service curves us-
ing “network calculus” [5], an approach which encompasses
and generalizes previous results for networks of Weighted Fair
Queueing (WFQ) servers [21] and rate-controlled servers [15],
[26]. In general, such techniques provideschedulability condi-
tions, i.e., constraints that, if satisfied, ensure that all packets of
all flows will meet their respective delay bounds without viola-
tion or loss.

Recently, a class of schedulers that utilizecoordinationof pri-
orities among nodes [2], [16], [29] has been studied. A sched-
uler that employs coordination can give a packet higher or lower
priority at downstream nodes depending on whether the packet
was serviced late or early at upstream nodes. This intuitively
appealing concept has been applied in a number of service disci-
plines proposed in the literature including FIFO+ [7] and Global
EDF [6]. Moreover, such schedulers have potential applica-
tions to multi-service networks since they can provide improved
or guaranteed end-to-end performance using simple, work con-
serving, scheduling algorithms that do not require per-flowop-
erations. Indeed, it was shown in [16] that core stateless service
disciplines such as Core-stateless Jitter Virtual Clock (CJVC)
[24] can also be expressed by a simple coordination mechanism.

The goal of this paper is to provide a schedulability condition
and analytical framework for coordinated schedulers. Our ap-
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proach represents a fundamental departure from previous tech-
niques in two ways. First, our schedulability condition allows
packets toviolate local per-node constraints, while still ensur-
ing delay bounds are satisfied end-to-end, i.e., by the final hop.
Allowing such local violations is crucial to exploiting thekey
multi-node property of coordinated schedulers. Consequently,
techniques that require all packets to satisfy their local con-
straints at each node to ensure end-to-end schedulability cannot
be applied. Second, previous techniques rely on either per-flow
traffic re-shaping [15], [26] or per-flow scheduling [3], [9], [21],
[22] (such as in WFQ) to derive multi-node schedulability con-
ditions. In contrast, we consider a scenario of work-conserving
servers with no per-flow operations.

The contribution of this paper is as follows. First, we develop
an end-to-end schedulability condition for a broad class ofcoor-
dinated schedulers that includes Coordinated EDF (CEDF) and
CJVC. Our key technique is to introduce a virtual partition of
the traffic intoessentialand non-essential traffic, where only the
former traffic can impede a packet in meeting its delay bound.
With this concept, we derive a bound on the essential traffic at
downstream nodes and show that distortion of the essential traf-
fic is confined to within a narrow range. In other words, we
show thatcoordinationlimits downstream distortion analogous
to the way per-flow traffic reshaping eliminates distortion.

Second, we study the problem of assigning local priority in-
dexes. We show that with a particular assignment scheme, co-
ordinated schedulers can achieve not only the same end-to-end
delay bound as WFQ, but also a tighter end-to-end delay bound
than WFQ, yet without per-flow packet forwarding in the net-
work core. In other words, we establish that any set of flows
that can be scheduled in WFQ networks can also be scheduled
in coordinated scheduling networks.

Finally, we illustrate and quantify the practical advantages of
coordinated scheduling with a set of numerical examples and
simulation experiments. We first devise a simple example with
three flows to illustrate that coordinated schedulers can achieve
a lower delay bound than WFQ schedulers. We then use simula-
tions of exponential and Pareto on-off traffic flows and a 6-node
network to illustrate statistical differences between coordinated
scheduling, EDF, and WFQ.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, we provide background and a precise definition of inter-
server coordination. In Section 3, we develop a key tool for
multi-node analysis and show how to bound the essential traffic
at downstream nodes. In Section 4, we use this traffic bound to
provide a global schedulability criterion for networks using co-
ordinated scheduling. Next, in Section 5, we study priorityin-
dex assignment and its relationship to WFQ. Finally, in Section
6, we compare coordinated and non-coordinated service disci-
plines using numerical examples and simulations, and in Section
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7 we conclude.

II. BACKGROUND ON INTER-SERVER COORDINATION

In this section, we provide a formal definition of coordination
among servers. We then illustrate the generality of the defini-
tion by describing how service disciplines from the literature,
namely CEDF and CJVC, can be characterized as examples of
coordinated schedulers.
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NOTATION

A. Definition and Properties

Definition 1(Coordinated Multihop Scheduling) Consider a
server which services packets in increasing order of their pri-
ority indexes. A scheduler possesses the CMS property ifEFG HI J K LFG M N FG O P J QEFG HI RS M T FG HI O P U Q (1)

where
EFG HI is the priority index assigned to theVWX packet of

flow Y at itsP WX hop; LFG is the time when theVWX packet of flowY arrives at its first hop;N FG and T FG HI are the increment of the
priority index of theV WX packet of flowY at the corresponding
hops;T FG HI (P J Z O [ O \ \ \ O ] G) is determined when theV WX packet
of the flow Y arrives at its first hop andT FG HI ^ _TG HI ` aG HI O TG HI MaG HI b, cV d Q whereTG HI O a G HI d e.1

The key property of the CMS discipline is that the priority
index of each packet at a downstream server depends on its pri-
ority index at upstream servers, which in turn depends on its
entrance time into the network. Therefore, if a packet violates
its priority index at an upstream server, downstream servers will
increase the packet’s priority, thereby increasing the likelihood
that the packet will meet its end-to-end delay bound. Similarly,
if a packet arrives “early” due to a lack of congestion upstream,
downstream servers will reduce the priority of the packet, en-
abling other packets to be serviced ahead of it. Thus, even
though the distributed servers operate independently, thepriority
index of each packet is communicated downstream via insertion
of a label into the packet header (e.g., as described in [23])so
that the servers (virtually) coordinate to provide an end-to-end
service.

B. CJVC and CEDF

An example of a service discipline in the CMS class is Core-
stateless Jitter Virtual Clock. CJVC was proposed in [24] asa
mechanism for achieving guaranteed service without per-flow
state in the network core. CJVC uses “dynamic packet state” to
store information in each packet header containing the eligible
time of the packet at the ingress router and a slack variable that
allows core routers to determine the local priority index ofthe
packet. For a work-conserving variant of CJVC, the priority
index of packetV of flow Y at nodeP is given by:EFG HI J f ghi jLFG O E FRSG HS k M lmnon O P J QEFG HI RS M lmnon M p FG O P U Q (2)

where flow-Y V WX packet size and reserved bandwidth are given
by qFG andrG respectively, andp FG is the slack variable assigned
to theV WX packet of flowY before it enters the network. Further-

more, it can be verified thatlmnon M p FG ^ _TG HI ` a G HI O TG HI M aG HI b,
whereTG HI J l1stn ul1 nvnwon and aG HI J l1stn Rl1 nvnwon . Thus, work-
conserving CJVC is a coordinated network service discipline in
which the increment of the priority index is a function of the
reserved bandwidth of the corresponding flow.

In [1], [2], [6], coordination within the context of EDF was
studied. We refer to such schedulers as Coordinated Earliest
Deadline First (CEDF) if the priority indexes are assigned asEFG HI J LFG M x GHS M x G Hw M \ \ \ M x G HI O (3)

clearly expressible in the form of Equation (1), wherexGHI is a
constant that refers to the per-node delay-bound incrementfor
theP WX hop of flow Y. Note that in this case,T FG HI J TG HI J x G HI
andaG HI J e.)

Notation is summarized in Table I.
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Our theoretical results address all schedulers satisfyingthe
CMS definition, and throughout this paper, we use CEDF and
CJVC as example service disciplines. Discussion of other
schedulers can be found in [16], [28].

C. Example

Consider the example of Figure 1 in which three packets of
flow Y arrive to the network atL J e O QO Z respectively, and tra-
verse two hops withN FG J T FG Hw J �. In the example, all packets
have identical size, the link speed is 1 packet per time unit,and
cross traffic exists at both hops. At the first hop, these three
packets are assigned priority indexes (deadlines) of 5, 6, and 7
respectively, by both CMS and EDF. Suppose further that these
three packets depart from the first hop at times 3, 4, and 10 re-
spectively, so that the third packet misses its local deadline by
3 time units due to cross traffic with higher priority. Accord-
ing to the arrival times at the second hop, these three packets are
assigned priority indexes of 8, 9, and 15 by EDF, whereas the in-
dexes are 10, 11, and 12 for CMS. In the example, with further
cross traffic at the second hop, the third (excessively delayed)
packet has higher priority in the CMS network than the EDF
network, and therefore is able to meet both its local delay bound
and global delay bound. In contrast, in the EDF network, the
third packet meets its local delay bound at the second hop, but
is not able to “catch up” and meet its end-to-end delay bound.

Thus, the example illustrates how distributed servers can (vir-
tually) coordinate priority indexes to improve the likelihood of
satisfying an end-to-end delay constraint.

III. T RAFFIC CHARACTERIZATION IN DOWNSTREAM

NODES

In multi-node networks without traffic re-shaping, traffic
characteristics are distorted at downstream nodes as compared to
their properties at the network entrance. In this section, we de-
rive a burstiness bound for arriving traffic at downstream nodes,
which we use as a basis for deriving a global schedulability cri-
terion in the next section.

A. Preliminaries

Let � G HI �L� denote the total arrival traffic of flow-Y at its P WX
hop (denoted as server� �Y O P �) during time interval_e O L�. More
precisely, we have

� G HI �L� J �Wmn �� �W qFG O (4)

whereLFG HI is the time when theVWX flow-Y packet with sizeq FG
arrives at server� �Y O P �.2 Ignoring propagation delay, the de-
parture traffic of flowY from server� �Y O P � is the arrival traffic
of flow Y to server� �Y O P M Q�. To simplify notation, we use� G HI u S �L� to denote the departure traffic of flowY from server� �Y O P � as well as the arrival traffic of flowY to server� �Y O P M Q�.
As in [8], we call a non-negative and non-decreasing function;

For convenience, we use
9�mn �� 	� ��� to denote

9� 
�mn �� 	� ��� . Further-

more, we consider the arrival and departure times of a packetto be the arrival
and departure times of its last bit.

�G �� � the source traffic envelope of flowY if c L O � U e,

� G HS �L M � � ` � G HS �L�  �G �� � � (5)

We also assume that the network is stable if for� JQO Z O \ \ \ O � ,

��g � � �
9G�� �� � �G �� �� � �� O (6)

where� is the number of servers in the network,� �� � is the
set of all flows served by server� , and�� is the capacity of
server� . According to [21], [25], acyclic networks or cyclic
networks with ring topology are stable if Inequality (6) is satis-
fied. Discussion of stability of networks with general topology
can be found in [17].

B. Virtual Partition

Here, we defineessential trafficas a fundamental notion for
analysis of coordinated schedulers that enables us to accurately
bound the queueing delay experienced by the traffic.3 In par-
ticular, for a given priority index�, all arriving traffic of server� arriving in _e O L� can be virtually decomposed according to
whether or not its priority index is larger than�. As only the por-
tion of traffic with priority index smaller than or equal to time �
affects the time when traffic with priority index� is served, we
refer to this traffic as essential traffic, which we formally define
as follows.

Definition 2(Essential Traffic) The essential arrival traffic� �G HI �L O �� of flow Y at timeL relative to� (� d L) at server� �Y O P �
is defined as the total flow-Y traffic with priority index no larger
than� arriving at server� �Y O P � in _e O L�, i.e.,

� �G HI �L O �� J �
 mn �� ! �"mn �� #$

qFG � (7)

To illustrate, for the traffic with the arrival pattern described
in Figure 1(a), example values of its essential traffic are given
by: � �G HS �[ O �� J e if � ^ _[ O ��; � �G HS �[ O �� J qSG if � ^ _� O %�;� �G HS �[ O �� J qSG M qwG if � ^ _% O &�; � �G HS �[ O �� J qSG M qwG M q'G if� ^ _& O ( �.

In addition to essential traffic, an important characteristic of
server� is the void time before a given timeL, and relative to�
(� d L), denoted byN� �L O �� and defined asN� �L O �� J ghi j) * )  L and + ,� �) � J ekO (8)

where+ ,� �)� is the total amount of traffic, that has priority in-
dex smaller than or equal to�, queueing at server� at time). In
other words, void time refers to the largest time less thanL such
that there is no traffic backlogged with priority index smaller
than or equal to�. Notice that for an initially idle network, the
void time is guaranteed to exist.

C. Burstiness Bound at the Ingress Server

To compute the bounds of queueing delays suffered by
the traffic with priority index� arriving at time L at server-

A similar traffic function was used in the proof of theorem 8 in[14] albeit
without a formal definition.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of Coordination

� , we only need to consider the essential traffic arriving in_N� �L O �� O L�. This is becauseN� �L O �� is the last time beforeL
that there was no traffic with priority index smaller than or equal
to � queued at server� . The envelope of the essential traffic of
a flow in such an interval is defined as follows.

Definition 3(Essential Traffic Envelope) A non-negative, non-
decreasing function� G HI �� � is called the essential traffic enve-
lope of flow-Y traffic at itsP WX hop if c � d L U e,

� �G HI �L O �� ` � �G HI �N� �L O �� O ��  � G HI �� ` N� �L O ��� O (9)

where� �Y O P � J � andN� �L O �� is defined in Equation (8).4

Since the essential traffic at a downstream server depends on
the corresponding essential traffic at the ingress server (i.e., the
network entrance), we first provide an upper bound for the es-
sential traffic envelope at the ingress server.

Lemma 1:An essential traffic envelope of flowY at its first
hop is given by:

� G HS �� � J ghiW�� �W��mn �� �Wu �
qFG � (10)

Proof: According to Definition 2, we have thatc � d L U e,

� �G HS �L O �� J �Wmn ���W H�mn ���,
qFG  �

�mn �� �,
q FG � (11)

Moreover, sinceN� �L O ��  �, we have

� �G HS �N� �L O �� O �� J �Wmn ����1 �W H,� H�mn �� �,
q FG

d �Wmn ����1 �W H,� H�mn �� ��1 �W H,� qFG � (12)

SinceLFG HS � EFG HS, we have

�Wmn ����1 �W H,� H�mn ����1 �W H,� qFG J �
�mn �� ��1 �W H,� qFG � (13)

That is� �G HS �N� �L O �� O �� d 9 �mn ����1 �W H,� q FG . Therefore,

� �G HS �L O �� ` � �G HS �N� �L O �� O ���
To simplify notation, we assume that

' � �� �" � = 0, if
" C  

; and
' � �� � � �	
 ��� '� �� �" �.

 �
�mn �� �,

q FG ` �
�mn �� ��1 �W H,� q FGJ �

�1 �W H,���mn ���,
q FG

 ghi���
�

���mn ����u �,R�1 �W H,�� qFGJ � G HS �� ` N� �L O ��� � (14)

Therefore, by Definition 3,� G HS �� � is an essential traffic enve-
lope of flow Y at its first hop.�

Based on Lemma 1, we have� G HS �e� J ��g � � �
� � G HS �� � dq� ��G , which we use to derive the schedulability criterion in the

next section.

D. Downstream Servers

At the output of a multiplexer, a traffic flow’s characteristics
(such as its traffic envelope) are distorted. Without additional
mechanisms such as per-flow re-shaping, this distortion canbe-
come more severe at each downstream node. We now show that
under coordinated network schedulers, the distortion of the es-
sential traffic is limited due to coordination itself. That is, a
flow’s distortion is limited by downstream mechanisms to catch
up late packets and delay early packets. Recall that we only
consider stable networks, so that the queueing delay is bounded.

Lemma 2: If each flow-Y packet has not missed its priority
indexes at server� �Y O P ` Q� �P d Z� by more than� G H� �G HI RS� ,
then an essential traffic envelope� G HI �� � of flow Y at itsP WX hop
(server� ) is given by

� G HI �� � J � G HS �� ` � G HI � O (15)

where� G HI J _TG HI ` � G H� �G HI RS� b ` Z 9IX� w a G HX.
Remark: The VWX packet of flow-Y missing its priority index at
server� �Y O P ` Q� by more than� G H� �G HI RS� indicates that� FG HI RS `EFG HI RS  � G H� �G HI RS�, where� FG HI RS is the departure time of the
packet from server� �Y O P ` Q�, and

EFG HI RS is the priority index
of the packet at server� �Y O P ` Q�.
Proof: In order to simplify notation, let� �Y O P � J � , i.e., theP WX
hop of flowY is server� . For all� d L U e, consider the time in-
terval _N� �L O �� O L� and the quantity� �G HI �L O �� ` � �G HI �N� �L O �� O ��.
SinceN� �L O ��  L, � �G HI �L O �� d � �G HI �N� �L O �� O ��, there are two
cases:
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Case 1: � �G HI �L O �� U � �G HI �N� �L O �� O ��
According to Definition 2, we have

� �G HI �L O �� J �
 mn �� ! �"mn �� #$

qFG  �
�mn �� �,

q FG � (16)

Since
EFG HI J EFG HS M 9IX� w T FG HX, we have

� �G HI �L O ��  �
�mn ��u9 ���� � mn ���,

qFG
J �

�mn ���,R9 ���� � mn �� qFG
 �

�mn ���,R9 ���� ��n ��R� n �� � q FG (17)

On the other hand, we have

� �G HI �N� �L O �� O �� d �
�mn ���� ��1 �W H,�R� n �	 
n ����� qFG

reasoned as follows.
1. Since� �G HI �L O �� U � �G HI �N� �L O �� O ��, at least one packet of flowY with priority index smaller than or equal to� arrives at server� in _N� �L O �� O L�. Thus, all flow-Y packets arriving at server�
beforeN� �L O �� have priority indexes less than�;
2. All flow- Y packets with priority indexes (at server� �Y O P ` Q�)
smaller than or equal toN� �L O �� ` � G H� �G HI RS� have departed
server� �Y O P ` Q� and arrived at server� in _e O N� �L O ��b; oth-
erwise the definition of� G H� �G HI RS� is violated. Thus, all flow-Y
packets with priority indexes (at server� �Y O P ` Q�) smaller than
or equal toN� �L O �� `� G H� �G HI RS� have priority indexes (at server� �Y O P �) smaller than or equal to� and have arrived at server� �Y O P � before timeN� �L O ��.

Similar to Equation (17), we have

� �G HI �N� �L O �� O ��d �
�mn ����1 �W H,�R9 ������ ��n ��u� n �� �R� n �	 
n ����� qFG �

Therefore,

� �G HI �L O �� ` � �G HI �N� �L O �� O ��  �
�mn ���� q FG O (18)

where J �N� �L O �� ` 9I RSX� w _TG HX M aG HXb ` � G H� �G HI RS� O � `9IX� w _TG HX ` aGHX b�. Moreover, according to Lemma 1,

� �G HI �L O �� ` � �G HI �N� �L O �� O ��
 � G HS �� ` N� �L O �� ` _TG HI ` � G H� �G HI RS� b M Z I

�X� w aG HX �J � G HS �� ` N� �L O �� ` � G HI � � (19)

Case 2: � �G HI �L O �� J � �G HI �N� �L O �� O ��
In this case, Equation (19) still holds because of� G HS �� � d e.

Therefore

� G HI �� � J � G HS �� ` � G HI � � �
This lemma characterizes a key property of coordinated

schedulers, namely that a flow’s traffic characteristics aremin-
imally distorted at downstream servers. Specifically, if� G HI is
a constant forP J Z O [ O \ \ \ O ] G, we can use the same essential
traffic envelope� G HS �� � to evaluate the local queueing delay suf-
fered by flowY at each server along its path.

IV. END-TO-END SCHEDULABILITY CRITERION

In this section, we derive a general end-to-end schedulability
criterion for coordinated schedulers. In our approach, we allow
packets to violate their local priority indexes and exploitthe co-
ordination property to obtain an end-to-end delay bound. More-
over, since priority indexes are not required to be equivalent to
delay bounds, the approach provides flexibility in assignment of
local priority indexes which we further exploit in the next sec-
tion.

A. A Recursive Condition for Violating Packets

For an isolated EDF scheduler, the schedulability condition,
which ensures that no packet violates its priority index, has been
studied previously [12], [14], [18]. However, when the schedu-
lability condition is not satisfied, it is important to boundthe
amount of time by which packets can miss their deadlines (pri-
ority indexes), especially for coordinated schedulers that allow
packets to violate their local deadlines. Based on the property
of coordinated schedulers exploited in Lemma 2, we provide a
condition for bounding this time as follows.

Theorem 1:If c Y ^ � �� �, each arriving packet of flowY
at server� has not missed its priority indexes at the previous
server by more than� G H� �G HG1 RS� and

EFG HG1 RS M � G H� �G HG1 RS� EFG HG1 for V d Q,5 then for a given flowY� ^ � �� �, its packets
will miss their priority index at server� by at most� G� H� ifc � d � G� HG�1 ,

�G�� �� � � G HS �� ` � G HG1 � M ghiG��1 �� � q� ��G
 �� �� M � G� H� � O (20)

where q� ��G J ghiF qFG , � G HG1 J _TG HG1 ` � G H� �G HG1 RS� b `Z 9 G1X� w aG HX, and�� �� � J jY * � G HG1 U � k.
Remark: (1) The left hand side of Inequality (20) is an upper
bound on the total amount of traffic needed to be served dur-
ing any time interval with length� M � G� H� if a flow-Y packet
does not violate its priority index by more than� G� H� at the end
of that time interval. The right hand side of Inequality (20)is
the capacity of the server in that time interval. Inequality(20)
with c � d � G� HG�1 implies that any flow-Y packet does not violate
its priority index by more than� G� H� . (2) While the schedula-
bility criterion is presented within a theoretical framework as
described in Theorem 1, the tests can indeed be implemented
in computationally efficient ways. For end-to-end bandwidth
or delay bound requirements, the simple priority assignment�

From now on,we use
��

to denote the
���� hop of flow

�
such that� �� 	 �� � � .
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scheme provided in Section V will guarantee the required ser-
vice for each flow provided that at each server, the total reserved
bandwidth is not more than its capacity. Thus, after the priority
index assignments are determined, admission control basedon
the scheme provided in Section V is quite simple: each server
only needs to check that the total reserved bandwidth is not more
than its capacity.

Proof: Without loss of generality, assume that theVWX packet
of flow Y� with priority index

EFG� HG�1 arrives at server� at timeL (i.e., L J LFG� HG�1 ) and refer to this packet as the target packet.

SinceL is also the departure time of theVWX packet of flowY�
from server� �Y� O Y�� ` Q� and

EFG� HG�1 RS M � G� H� �G� HG�1 RS� EFG� HG�1 , we haveL  EFG� HG�1 RS M � G� H� �G� HG�1 RS�  EFG� HG�1 . LetN J N� �L O EFG� HG�1 �. According to Lemma 2,cY ^ � �� �, the to-
tal traffic coming from flowY with priority index smaller than or
equal to

EFG� HG�1 during _N O EFG� HG�1 � is bounded by

� G HS �EFG� HG�1 ` N ` � G HG1 � �
If at time N server� is idle, then after timeN the total traf-
fic that must be served before the departure of the target packet
is bounded by

9G�� �� � � G HS �EFG� HG�1 ` N ` � G HG1 �. Otherwise,
at timeN , server� is serving a flow-P packet with priority in-
dex larger than

EFG� HG�1 . Thus we can bound the total traffic that
must be served after timeN and before the departure of the target
packet by

�G�� �� �� G ��I � G HS �EFG� HG�1 ` N ` � G HG1 � M q� ��I �
Furthermore, if

EFG� HG�1 ` N ` �I HI1 d e, then by Definition 3 and

Lemma 1, we have�I HS �EFG� HG�1 ` N ` �I HI1 � d q� ��I . On the

other hand, if
EFG� HG�1 `N `�I HI1 � e, we have�I HI1 U EFG� HG�1 `N

andP ^ jY * � G HG1 U EFG� HG�1 ` N k. Therefore,ghiG � � n �n1 ��mn� �n�1 R� q� ��G d q� ��I � (21)

Thus, the total traffic that must be served after timeN and before
the departure of the target packet is bounded by

�G�� �� � � G HS �EFG� HG�1 ` N ` � G HG1 �M ghiG � � n �n1 ��mn� �n�1 R� q� ��G � (22)

Hence, the target packet misses its priority index at server� by
at most� G� H� if all such traffic expressed in Equation (22) can
be serviced during time interval_N O E FG� HG�1 M � G� H� �, i.e., if

�G�� �� � � G HS �EFG� HG�1 ` N ` � G HG1 �M
ghiG � � n �n1 ��mn� �n�1 R� q� ��G  �� �EFG� HG�1 ` N M � G� H� ��

(23)

Furthermore, if we replace
EFG� HG�1 ` N by � and notice that

� G� HS �EFG� HG�1 `N `� G� HG�1 � d qFG� (the size of the target packet) in-

dicating that
EFG� HG�1 ` N d � G� HG�1 , then Equation (23) is satisfied

if c � d � G� HG�1
�G�� �� � � G HS �� ` � G HG1 � M ghiG�� �� � q� ��G

 �� �� M � G� H� �� �
Notice that ifN FG J NG, T FG HI J TG HI , and� G H� �G HI � J e, Equa-

tion (20) is the schedulability condition provided in [18].Thus,
Theorem 1 is a generalization of the schedulability condition
for an isolated EDF scheduler.

B. End-to-End Delay Bounds

Since the schedulability criterion given in Equation (20) de-
couples the priority index from the delay bound, the following
corollary can be used to compute the end-to-end delay bound.

Corollary 1: Given the priority index increment assignmentsN FG and T FG HI (P J QO Z O \ \ \ O ] G and V d Q) for each flowY, if
the conditions of Theorem 1 are satisfied for each flow at each
server, then the end-to-end flow-Y packet delay is bounded by

ghiF�S N FG M � n
�X� w _TG HX M aG HXb M � G H� �G H� n � � (24)

Proof: Let � FG HI be the departure time of theVWX packet of
flow Y from its P WX hop. According to Theorem 1, we have

� FG H� n  EFG H� n M � G H� �G H� n � � (25)

Furthermore, from Definition 1, we haveEFG H� n J EFG HS M � n
�X� w T FG HX � (26)

Therefore, the end-to-end delay of flow-Y packets is bounded byghiF�S j� FG H� n ` LFG HS k
 ghiF�S jEFG HS ` LFG HS M � n

�X� w T FG HX M � G H� �G H� n � k
 ghiF�S jEFG HS ` LFG HS k M � n

�X� w _TG HX M aG HX b M � G H� �G H� n �
J ghiF�S N FG M � n

�X� w _TG HX M aGHX b M � G H� �G H� n � � �

Observe that the maximum queueing delay of Equation (24)
has three components. The first term has two interpretations
which we illustrate by examples. If the network performs CEDF
as in Equation (3), thenN FG is a constant and represents the local
delay bound at the ingress node. Alternatively, if the network
performs CJVC, then

ghiF N FG J ghiF jEFG HS ` LFG k J ghiF j qFGrG M _EFRSG HS ` LFG bu k
 ghiF qFGrG M g hiF _EFRSG HS ` LFG bu O

i.e., it is the maximum packet size divided by the guaranteed
rate, plus the maximum amount of time a flow-Y packet can ar-
rive before its previous packet’s priority index. The second term
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is the sum of the upper bounds of the local priority indexes from
the second to final hop. The third term represents the delay by
which packets are allowed to violate the priority index at the fi-
nal hop. As we will show in Section V, there is flexibility in
how to assign all three of these components to obtain different
end-to-end performance properties.

C. Leaky Bucket Flows

If the essential traffic envelopes at the ingress servers are
bounded by affine functions, the schedulability criterion of
Theorem 1 can be simplified. This scenario arises for both
leaky bucket regulated traffic as well as virtual leaky-bucket
smoothers as described in Section V-A.

Corollary 2: If each flow Y has � G HS �� � J � G M � G� and9G�� �� � � G � �� for � J QO Z O \ \ \ O � , then Inequality (20)
in Theorem 1 can be simplified as follows: if for any) ^ � �� �
with �� H�1 d � G� HG�1 ,9G�� t � G M 9 G�� t �� G ` � G� G HG1 �

�� ` 9 G�� t � GM g hiG��t q� ��G ` �� � G� H�
�� ` 9G�� t � G  �� H�1 O (27)

where��6 J jY * � G HG1 U �� H�1 k, �� J jY * � G HG1 � �� H�1 k,
and� � J jY * � G HG1 J �� H�1 k.
Proof: Substituting� G HS �� � J � G M � G� into Inequality (20), we
have

�G�� �� � _� G M � G �� ` � G HG1 �b Q�� ` � G HG1 �M ghiG��1 �� � q� ��G  �� �� M � G� H� � O (28)

whereQ �L� J e, if L � e, and Q�L� J Q, if L d e. Since the
left hand side of Inequality (28) is a piecewise-linear increas-
ing function of � with finite discontinuous pointsj� G HG1 * Y ^
� �� �k, to verify Inequality (28) for all� d � G� HG�1 , we only
need to verify Inequality (28) for these discontinuous points in_� G� HG�1 O ( �. That is, for) ^ � �� � with �� H�1 d � G� HG�1 ,

�G�� �� � _� G M � G ��� H�1 ` � G HG1 �b Q��� H�1 ` � G HG1 �M ghiG��1 ��t �t1 � q� ��G  �� ��� H�1 M � G� H� �� (29)

Since� �� � J �� � � � � �� and�� ��� H�1 � J �� , we have

�G�� �� � _� G M � G ��� H�1 ` � G HG1 �b Q ��� H�1 ` � G HG1 �M ghiG��1 ��t �t1 � q� ��GJ � �G��t M �G�� t M �G�� t � _� G
M� G ��� H�1 ` � G HG1 �b Q ��� H�1 ` � G HG1 � M ghiG��t q� ��GJ � �G�� t M �G�� t � _� G M � G ��� H�1 ` � G HG1 �b M g hiG��t q� ��G

	 �% 
�A�
due to

0� ��1 � 0 �� ���1 .

J �G�� t _� G M � G ��� H�1 ` � G HG1 �bM �G�� t _� G M � G ��� H�1 ` � G HG1 �b M ghiG��t q� ��G
J �G�� t � G M �G�� t _� G M � G ��� H�1 ` � G HG1 �b M g hiG��t q� ��G �

Therefore, Inequality (29) can be simplified as:

�G�� t � G M �G�� t _� G M � G ��� H�1 ` � G HG1 �b M g hiG��t q� ��G
 �� ��� H�1 M � G� H� �� (30)

By simple algebraic manipulation and noticing�� `9 G�� t � G U e, Equation (30) can be further simplified as:9G�� t � G M 9 G�� t �� G ` � G� G HG1 �
�� ` 9 G�� t � GM g hiG��t q� ��G ` ��� G� H�

�� ` 9 G�� t � G  �� H�1 � �

In the next section, we apply this simplified schedulability
criterion to assign priority indexes at downstream servers.

V. PRIORITY INDEX ASSIGNMENT FOREND-TO-END

SERVICE

In this section, we develop a priority index assignment
scheme and show that under this scheme, coordinated sched-
ulers can achieve the same end-to-end delay bounds as WFQ.

A. At Ingress Servers

Suppose the ingress node services packets according to the
virtual clock service discipline [11], [27]. Then the priority in-
dex increments at the ingress server are

N FG J _EFRSG HS ` LFG HSbu M qFG
� G O (31)

where,
E�G HS J e and� G is the reserved rate of flowY.

FIFO

Packet Queue

i
γ

Fig. 2. Virtual Server

Conceptually, such virtual smoothing at the ingress node also
spreads out the packets’ priority indexes at downstream servers.
Consequently, independent of the packet’s service at upstream
nodes, their priority indexes do not cluster at downstream nodes.
Particularly, if T FG HI J TG HI and aG HI J e, from Equation (1),EFG HI J EFG HS M 9IX� w TG HX and

EF�G HI ` EF�G HI J EF�G HS ` EF�G HS.
Since

EFG HS J LFG HSMN FG J ghijLFG HS O E FRSG HS kM lmn n is the departure

time of the VWX packet of flowY from the virtual server with
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capacity� G (see Figure 2), according to Definition 3 and Lemma
1,

� G HS �� �  q� ��G M � G� � (32)

If
9I �� �� �G HS�� �I  �� �G HS� , then according to Theorem 2

in [11],

� FG HS  EFG HS M q� ���G
�� �G HS� O V J QO Z O \ \ \ O (33)

where � FG HS is the departure time of theV WX packet of flow Y
from the ingress server� �Y O Q�, q� ��� J ghiF�S qF� , q� ���G Jg hi� �� G q� ��� , and�� �G HS� is the capacity of server� �Y O Q�. Also,
if

�G �� � J � G M � G� and� G d � G, using the results in [8], we haveEFG HS ` LFG HS J N FG 
� G
� G � (34)

Notice that in this case,� n n bounds the first term of the end-to-
end delay bound of Corollary 1.

B. At Downstream Servers

At downstream servers andP d Z, we assign the priority in-
dex increments as:T FG HI J q� ��G

� G M q� ���G
�� �G HI RS� (35)

where�� �G HI RS� is the capacity of server� �Y O P ` Q�. It is easy
to see that in this case,T FG HI J TG HI ,aG HI J e, and � G HG1 JTG HG1 `� G H� �G HG1 RS�. This assignment is simpler than CJVC [24]
and VTRS [28] because it does not require a slack variable or
virtual time adjustment term for each packet. On the other hand,
coordinated schedulers essentially treat all packets as having
maximum size. The coordination property allows us to avoid
this term and consequently to simplify the service discipline as
well as obtain a tighter end-to-end delay bound.

We next show that with the above priority index assignment
scheme, coordinated scheduling achieves the same end-to-end
delay bound as WFQ.

Theorem 2:Consider the priority index increment assign-
ment defined by Equations (31) and (35) and satisfying9G�� �� � � G � �� for � J QO Z O \ \ \ O � . If flow Y� satisfies�G� �� � J � G� M � G� � and� G� d � G� , then the end-to-end delay of
flow-Y� packets is bounded by

� G�
� G� M �]G� ` Q� q� ��G�

� G� M � n�
�X� S q� ���G�

�� �G� HX� � (36)

Proof: According to Corollary 2, to verify Inequality (20), we
only need to verify Inequality (27). Since� G HS �� � J q� ��G M
� G� , substituting� G J q� ��G , TG HG1 J l1stn n M l1st

�n�	 
n �n1 ��� ,
� G H� �G HG1 � J l1st

�n�	 
n �n1 � (notice
EFG HG1 RS M � G H� �G HG1 RS� JEFGHG1 RS M l1st

�n�	 
n �n1 ��� � EFG HG1 RS M TG HG1 J EFG HG1 for all Y O V O � ),

and� G HG1 J TG HG1 ` � G H� �G HG1 RS� J l1stn n into Inequality (27),
we have9G�� t � G M 9 G�� t �� G ` � G� G HG1 �

�� ` 9 G�� t � G

M g hiG��t q� ��G ` �� � G� H�
�� ` 9 G�� t � G

J 9 G�� t q� ��G M 9 G�� t �q� ��G ` � G l1 stn n �
�� ` 9 G�� t � GM g hi G��t q� ��G ` q� ���G�

�� ` 9G�� t � GJ 9 G�� t q� ��G M g hiG��t q� ��G ` ghi G �� G� q� ��G
�� ` 9 G�� t � G �

SinceY� �̂�� , we have�� � jY * Y �J Y�k andghi G��t q� ��G `g hi G �� G� q� ��G  e. Thus,9G�� t q� ��G M g hiG��t q� ��G ` g hiG �� G� q� ��G
�� ` 9 G�� t � G


9G�� t q� ��G

�� ` 9 G�� t � G � (37)

Since
9G�� �� � � G � �� , we have �� ` 9 G��t � G d9 G�� t � G. Thus,9G�� t q� ��G

�� ` 9 G�� t � G 
9G�� t q� ��G9 G�� t � G � (38)

Notice that if
�n	n J � O c Y J QO Z O \ \ \ O
 , then

9 �n� � �n9 �n� � 	n J � ;

andc Y ^ � �, l1 stn n J l1stt
t , we have9G�� t q� ��G9 G�� t � G J q� ���

�� J T� H�1 ` �� H� �� H�1 RS� J �� H�1 �
Therefore,9G�� t � G M 9 G�� t �� G ` � G� G HG1 �

�� ` 9 G�� t � GM g hiG��t q� ��G ` �� � G� H�
�� ` 9G�� t � G  �� H�1

and Inequality (27) is verified. Furthermore, according toEFG HG1 RS M � G H� �G HG1 RS� J EFGHG1 RS M l1st
�n�	 
n �n1 ��� � EFG HG1 RS MTG HG1 J EFG HG1 for all Y O V O � and Corollary 1 and Corollary 2

and Equation (34), we know that the end-to-end delay bound for
flow Y� is given by:

� G�
� G� M �]G� ` Q� q� ��G�

� G� M � n�
�X� S q� ���G�

�� �G� HX� � �

Notice that the end-to-end delay bound in Equation (36) is the
same as that for WFQ [21] and VC [11].

Finally, we observe that coordinated schedulers can employ
heterogeneously allocated per-node priority assignmentsin or-
der to better utilize network resources. For example, flows could
allocate a less stringent priority index to heavily loaded nodes.
A general assignment scheme remains an important issue for
future study in coordinated schedulers as well as other service
disciplines.
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flow 1 ( )  � ����)  � * )  �; � �)   ��)�;  � )�;  �
� 	 � )�;   ��)�-  �)�-  ;�� 	 � )�-   

flow 2 (;  � ����;  � * ;  �; � �;   ��; �;  �; �;  -�� 	 � ; �;   
flow 3 (-  � ����-  � *-  �; � �-   ��- �;  �- �;  -�� 	 �- �;   

TABLE II

TRAFFIC PARAMETERS AND PRIORITY INDEX ASSIGNMENT.

VI. COORDINATION VS. NON-COORDINATION:
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES AND SIMULATIONS

In this section we illustrate the performance advantages of
inter-server coordination by comparing the CMS service disci-
pline with non-coordinated schedulers WFQ and EDF. For rate-
guarantee oriented service disciplines such as WFQ and VC, we
show via a numerical example that with appropriate selection
of priority indexes, CMS can outperform WFQ and VC. It was
previously established that EDF with traffic shaping can provide
the same delay bbound as Weighted Fair Queueing [15]. How-
ever, per-flow traffic reshaping at each node may not be feasible
if there are many traffic flows. In contrast, under CMS with a
simple priority index assignments, Theorem 2 plus a simple ex-
ample below provides the first demonstration that core-stateless
schedulers can outperform WFQ schedulers.

Finally, we present a briefns-2simulation study to illustrate
performance differences in a scenario with six nodes and cross
traffic.

A. Comparison of CMS and WFQ

flow 1

flow 2

flow 1

flow 3

Server 1 Server  2

flow 2

Fig. 3. Two Server System

Consider a simple system with 3 flows as described in Fig-
ure 3. Let server 1 and server 2 have capacity C and other
servers have infinite capacity, each packet has size

�
and let�S �� � J �w �� � J �' �� � J � M �w � . The traffic parameters and

the priority index assignments are summarized in Table II.
Since each packet does not suffer a queueing delay at its first

hop,� S H� �S HS� J � w H� �w HS� J � ' H� �' HS� J e and the parameters
that are needed when checking schedulability for flows at server
1 are given in Table III.

0 )�)�  0 )�;  �� D )  =�@ A )  =8@ B )  �0 ; �;�  0 ; �;  -�� D;  =8@ A;  � B;  =�@
TABLE III

PARAMETERS FORSERVER 1.

According to Corollary 2, to verify flow-1 packets will miss
their priority indexes at server 1 no more than� S H� �S Hw� J �� ,

we need to verify that9G�� � � G M 9 G�� � �� G ` � G� G HG� �
� ` 9 G�� � � GM g hi G�� � q� ��G ` � � S H� �S Hw�

� ` 9 G�� � � G  � S Hw O (39)

and 9G�� � � G M 9 G�� � �� G ` � G� G HG� �
� ` 9 G�� � � GM g hi G��� q� ��G ` � � S H� �S Hw�

� ` 9 G�� � � G  � w Hw � (40)

To verify that flow-2 packets will miss their priority indexes at
server 1 by no more than� w H� �w Hw� J e, we need to ensure that9G�� � � G M 9 G�� � �� G ` � G� G HG� �

� ` 9 G�� � � GM g hi G��� q� ��G ` � � w H� �w Hw�
� ` 9 G�� � � G  � w Hw � (41)

Using the parameters given in Table II and Table III, it is easy
to verify Inequalities (39), (40), and (41). Similarly, using the
parameters given in Table II and Table IV, it is easy to verify
that flow-1 packets will miss their priority indexes at server 2 by
no more than� S H� �S H'� J �� and flow-3 packets will miss their
priority indexes at server 2 by no more than� ' H� �' Hw� J e.

0 )�)�  0 )�-  �� D )  =�@ A )  =�@ B )  �0 - �-�  -�� D -  =�@ A-  � B -  =�@
TABLE IV

PARAMETERS FORSERVER 2.

Then according to Corollary 1, we have the following end-to-
end delay bounds that can be guaranteed by the CMS discipline.

� S J ghiF�S N FS M TSHw M aS Hw M TS H' M aSH' M � S H� �S H'�
J 	

�

�
� w J [ �

�
O � ' J [ �

� �
Alternatively, for WFQ, according to results provided in [21],

[11], the end-to-end delay bound for flow 1 is given as:

� S J �r S M �r S M �

�
M �

�
O
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whererS is the bandwidth (weight) reserved for flow 1 at servers
1,2. In order to guarantee

� S J 	 �� for flow 1, rS must be� .
Hence the bandwidths (weight) reserved for flow 2 at server 1
and flow 3 at server 2 must be zero. Therefore, in this case,
WFQ degenerates to the strict priority service discipline (flow
1 has the highest priority). According to the result provided
in [18], the minimum delay bounds guaranteed by the strict pri-
ority service discipline to flows 2 and 3 are	 �� .

B. Simulation Experiments

Throughout this paper, we have focused on schedulability
conditions for coordinated schedulers. Here, we usens-2sim-
ulations to illustrate potential performance improvements from
coordination not only in the maximum end-to-end delay, but also
in statistical delay properties.

Server 3 Server 4 Server 5 Server 6Server 2Server 1

Path for target traffic Path for background traffic 

Fig. 4. Simulation Topology

We consider a simple tandem network topology as depicted
in Figure 4. All link capacities are 10 Mb/sec, packet lengths
are 100 bytes, and propagation delays are 0. There are several
flows (varying from 25 to 60) entering the network from the first
server and exiting from the last server. These flows have the
longest path and are chosen to be the target class for analysis.
In addition, each server also serves two classes of cross traffic
consisting of 125 flows which traverse a single router and then
exit the network, and 125 flows that traverse two routers and
then exit. The cross traffic has the same characteristics as the
target traffic.

We simulate both exponential and Pareto on-off flows with
on-rate 64 Kb/sec, mean on time 312 msec and mean off time
325 msec and Pareto shape parameter 1.9. The increment of
the priority index at each server is 1 msec for the target traffic,
3 msec for the cross traffic with a 2-hop path, and 6 msec for
cross traffic with a 1-hop path. We compare the 99-percentile
end-to-end delay experienced by the target traffic for networks
with CMS, EDF, and WFQ schedulers.

The simulation results are depicted in Figures 5 and 6. Each
point in the figure represents the result of a 200 secondns-2sim-
ulation run, with averages reported over multiple simulations.
The figure shows the 99.9-percentile of the end-to-end delaydis-
tribution of the target traffic as a function of the number of flows
passing each server.

We make three observations regarding the figures. First, coor-
dination has reduced the 99-percentile end-to-end delay experi-
enced by the target traffic: for example, in Figure 5, when each
server supports 295 exponential on-off traffic flows (45 target
flows and 250 cross traffic flows), the end-to-end delay expe-
rienced by the target traffic is 40 msec for CMS, 66 msec for
WFQ, and 51 msec for EDF. The reason for this is that in a
CMS network, packets which suffer excessive queueing delays
at upstream nodes have an opportunity to “catch up” at a down-
stream node, by having a higher (relative) priority index. In
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Fig. 5. Exponential On-Off Traffic

contrast, in EDF or WFQ networks, each router treats packets
locally according to their arrival time, without regard to whether
this arrival time is late or early.

Second, when traffic is more bursty, e.g., for Pareto on-off
traffic, the advantage of CMS over WFQ or EDF is even more
pronounced. For example, in Figure 6, when each server sup-
ports 295 Pareto on-off traffic flows (45 target flows and 250
cross traffic flows), the end-to-end delay experienced by thetar-
get traffic is 52 msec for CMS, 111 msec for WFQ, and 109
msec for EDF. The reason for this is that the heavy-tailed burst
durations of this traffic place a heavier burden on the scheduler
during periods of overload. Through inter-server coordination,
CMS can better distribute this overload among network nodes
and reduce a flow’s end-to-end delay.

Third, the utilization at which queues build up and schedulers
have an impact depends on the statistics of the arriving traffic.
If the traffic is heavy-tailed e.g., Pareto ON-OFF, the coordi-
nated scheduler significantly impacts performance for utiliza-
tions greater than 80� , i.e., more than 250 flows, whereas for
Exponential On-Off traffic, it impacts at utilizations greater than�e� , i.e., more than 280 flows.

VII. C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we derived an end-to-end schedulability crite-
rion for a class of work conserving service disciplines termed
coordinated schedulers. Exploiting the coordination property,
we showed that the “essential traffic” for a flow incurs only min-
imal distortion at downstream nodes. Moreover, we showed that
packets can be allowed to violate local priority indexes (such
as local deadlines) and still satisfy an end-to-end requirement
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Fig. 6. Pareto On-Off Traffic

by “catching up” with higher priority downstream. We then de-
vised a priority assignment scheme and showed that under the
scheme, coordinated schedulers can outperform WFQ sched-
ulers. Finally, we presented numerical and simulation results
to quantify the performance gains of coordination.
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